University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Work Group for Undergraduate Advising (WGUA)

MINUTES

July 16, 2015 – 3 to 4:30pm
Chapman 401

Call to order at 3:09pm

Present:  Gesele Durham, Kay Eilers, Jen Hayes, Louis Molina, Jennifer DeRoche, Brian Hinshaw, Hope Longwell-Grice, Rodney Swain, Robin Jens, Warren Scherer,
Excused:  Phyllis King, Scott Emmons, Rob Smith

1. Continue review of brainstorming document to formulate recommendations
   a. Discussed definition and support for conditionally admitted students
      i. Advised within their intended school/college or elsewhere
         1. Resources needed if they go directly to school/college
         2. Consider what advising needs to include for the conditionally admitted students
         3. Consider adding a common core requirement for all conditionally admitted students which could create a cohort model
      ii. Need to determine who the conditionally admitted students are, what criteria is used to be in this group
      iii. Consider the students who do not fall in the conditionally admitted category but could use additional support
   b. Following the conversation, WGUA recommends that a conditionally admitted student selects their intended major, is advised within that school/college and must take common core within first 30 credits. Additionally exploration is needed regarding resources to support this.

2. Timeline moving forward

3. Assignment of tasks for next meeting
   a. October 5th – Tentative presentation to CEMAT with recommendations

Meeting adjourned at 4:38pm

Next Meeting: Thursday, July 23 from 3 to 4:30pm in Chapman 211